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ABSTRACT
Power dissipation is a challenging problem in current VLSI
designs. In general the power consumption of device is more
in the testing mode than in the normal system operation. Built
in self test (BIST) and scan-based BIST are the techniques
used for testing and detecting the faulty components in the
VLSI circuit. Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) in BIST
generates pseudo-random patterns for detecting the faults,
increasing the power consumption during testing, boosting the
need to add power optimizations to BIST pattern generators.
This paper identifies the different techniques to modify the
BIST architecture thereby finding an optimal choice to reduce
power consumption without compromising upon fault
coverage.
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Using BIST for the testing has a few drawbacks as its
architecture uses a linear feedback shift register (LFSR) for
generating the pseudo random test patterns. One drawback is
the introduction of more switching activities in the circuit
under test (CUT) during the test mode than in the normal
operation. This consumes more power while testing activity
thereby resulting in delay penalty into the design. This
switching activity is the main source of dynamic power
dissipation in test mode given by equation:
P = 0.5VDD2E(sw)fclk CL
where VDD is supply voltage, E(sw) is the average number of
output transitions per 1/fclk, fclk is the clock frequency and CL
is the physical capacitance at the output of the gate. From the
above equation the dynamic power dissipation depends on:
voltage supplied (VDD), Clock frequency(fclk) and Switching
activity. Power optimization on the basis of first two
parameters effects the circuit performance but power
reduction using the switching activity keeps the fault coverage
and performance same as in the original technique.

1. INTRODUCTION
Techniques used to reduce the power and energy problems
during the testing activity have recently attracted research
attention. System utilizes more power in test mode than in
normal mode [4]. As in testing activity, Circuit under test
(CUT) has more switching activities so a special care must be
taken to ensure that the system is working between its rated
limits. Increase in average power and peak power
consumption subsequently increase the heat dissipation and
reliability problem respectively.
The power dissipation can be classified as:
i)

The static power dissipation, that is due to
leakage current in transistors during steady
state.

In this paper, the Section 2 includes the description of BIST
architecture along with its constituent parts, in Section 3,
some power optimization techniques will be discussed with
the power reduction results, and then in Section 4 we will
conclude the problem.

2. BIST ARCHITECTURE
A typical BIST architecture consists of a test pattern generator
(TPG), usually implemented as a linear feedback shift register
(LFSR), an output response analyzer (ORA), implemented as
a multiple input signature register (MISR), and a BIST control
unit (BCU) all implemented on single chip.
Different components of BIST architecture are:
i)

ii)

The dynamic power dissipation, that is due to
the switching activity.

Number of techniques have been proposed and used to reduce
the dynamic power dissipation. These include test scheduling
algorithms under power constraints; scan testing techniques,
LFSR
structure
modifications,
correlation
driven
advancements in BIST structure, low transition test pattern
generator.
VLSI chips with low controllability and observability are
tested by BIST. BIST techniques provides an ease of on-chip
test pattern generations and response verifications, so they are
used to test the VLSI designs that in turns eliminates the need
of any external equipment to used for testing.

ii)

Circuit under test (CUT): This part is the circuit that
is to be tested in BIST mode. It can be a
combinational circuit or a sequential circuit. Their
primary output (PO) and primary input (PI) delimit
it.
Circuit under test (CUT): This part is the circuit that
is to be tested in BIST mode. It can be a
combinational circuit or a sequential circuit. Their
primary output (PO) and primary input (PI) delimit
it.

iii) Test Pattern Generator (TPG): It is a dedicated
circuit for generating pseudo random test patterns or
deterministic test patterns. The patterns generated
by TPG are given to CUT for testing.
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iv) Multiple input signature register (MISR): Signature
register efficiently match different input streams
with different signatures with a very less probability
of alias. MISR is usually implemented in built in
self test (BIST) designs, in which output responses
are compressed by MISR.
v)

BIST Controller unit (BCU): It manages TPG, ORA
and reconfigures the CUT, thereby controlling the
execution of test activity. It is activated by
Normal/Test signal and generates a Go/ No go
signal.

vi) Output response analyzer (ORA): It analyses the
sequence on primary output (PO) and compares it
with the expected value.

3.1 Filtering Non-Detecting Vectors
A filtering technique is employed to filter out the vectors that
are not detecting the faults. Filtering is performed by a
combinational circuit named filter controlling the register
located between LFSR and the CUT [12]. So filtering the
unnecessary vectors reduces the power dissipation and circuit
overhead. Simulation results in [12] shows that an average
power has been reduced by 74.2% as tested on ISCAS’85
benchmark circuits.
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Figure 2: Filtering Non Detecting Vectors
The FILTER module is implemented with a combinational
circuit. The ACT module includes a flip-flop to perform a
self-disabling after the k vectors [12].
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Figure 1: BIST Architecture
There are different architectural arrangements possible for the
implementation of BIST using the above listed components.
Different architectures consume different power even for
same polynomial. It is very important to choose the proper
test pattern generator for efficient fault coverage and
performance.

The technique proposed in [5] divides the main circuit into
structural subcircuit so that each sub circuit can be tested by
different BIST sessions [5]. Peak power dissipation and
switching activity are reduced by partitioning the circuit into
sub circuits. As the test length required to test sub circuit will
be less than the test length for main circuit so the total power
consumption for BIST reduces subsequently. ISCAS circuits
showed average power reduction of up to 62 % and peak
power reduction of 57 % [5].

3. POWER OPTIMIZATION
TECHNIQUES
Various techniques and architectures have been proposed and
presented in the literature to optimize the power consumption
in BIST based architecture. These can broadly be classified
into these categories:
a)
b)
c)
d)

System level scheduling and/or partitioning;
Correlation driven modifications of LFSR;
Power driven control of LFSR;
Switching activity control in LFSR.

Most of the techniques modify the structure of LFSR so as to
reduce the switching transitions within the patterns and
between the patterns generated by TPG. By controlling the
number of transitions we are in turn controlling the switching
activity which in turns helps in reducing the peak power and
average power consumptions. In this section we will discuss
different techniques adopted to reduce the power consumption
in testing activity of BIST mode along with different Tradeoffs.
required to test the two subcircuits is never greater than the
test length for the original circuit [5].

3.3 Non-Uniform Cellular Automata for
TPG
The technique proposed architecture for test pattern generator
using Non Uniform Cellular Automata [7]. A polynomial time

Figure 3: Circuit partitioning technique
In the proposed partitioning technique multiplexers and
demultiplexers are inserted to get the embedded inputs and
outputs of each subcircuit and connecting these embedded
inputs and outputs to primary inputs and outputs that are not
used by the subcircuits [5]. Instead of activating all nodes of
the circuit as in the case of standard BIST, only one part of the
circuit is activated for a given time interval. Moreover the
total energy consumption is also reduced as the test length
algorithm has been designed in [7], that converts the test
pattern generation problem into the combinational problem
called Minimum Set Covering (MSC). The Solutions to this
problem are nothing but the desired low power design
topology for the test pattern sequence [7]. Non-Linear Hybrid
Cellular Automata (NHCA) and Non Uniform Cellular
Automata (NUCA) are efficient techniques for BIST-TPG
design assuring 100% fault coverage in minimal test time [7].
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Table below shows the comparative results for NHCA and
NUCA designs. In the experiments, ISCAS benchmark data is
used and the test vectors are obtained by using ATPG tool of
cadence software [7]. Area Costs (AC) of the obtained designs
are calculated by Synplify Pro FPGA logic synthesis tool, the
target design being an Altera Stratix II FPGA [7].
Experimental results obtained in [7] are summarized in Table
1.
Table 1. Comparative results for NHCA nad NUCA
Avg. PC per
vector

TL

AC

Circuit

n

NHCA

NUCA

NHCA

NUCA

NHCA

NUCA

C432

36

49.4

109.40

2000

83

36

865

C499

41

109.5

56.54

2000

68

41

340

C880

60

243.0

154.58

4000

67

60

876

C1908

33

466.6

145.70

8000

162

33

2035

3.4 Vector Inserted TPG
In the technique used in [3], n-stage LFSR is used as test
pattern generator along with a control logic that makes the
clock frequency of LFSR 1/m that of the original clock
thereby lowering the transition density at the LFSR [3]. Thus
(m-1) vectors are inserted between successive test patterns
generated by the original LFSR, during the cycles when LFSR
is unactuated. Genetic algorithm is used in [3] to locate the
vectors to be inserted in LFSR.

C1

Ci

The number of inserted vectors and bits change between
successive patterns are obtained by using optimization based
on genetic algorithm [3], to subsequently reduce the weighted
switching activity (WSA) which in turns defines the total
power consumption. Experimental results on ISCAS’85
Benchmark circuits showed 26% to 60% reduction in the
number of the WSApeak and up to 90% reduction in number of
WSA and WSAavg , without losing stuck-at fault coverage [3].
The only drawback of GA LP-TPG is the increased area
overhead as compared with original LFSR [3]. ITPG proposed
in [13] uses the same scheme with an addition of error
detection and correction technique using viterbi decoder error
detection and correction [13]. Genetic Algorithm Inserted Test
Pattern Generator with Error Detection and Correction
GAITPGEDC can highly reduce the weighted switching
activity (WSA), during BIST application i.e. the average
power and the peak power consumption are highly reduced
[13]. The experimental results on ISCAS’85 Benchmark
circuit and viterbi decoder for error detection and correction
showed up 26% to 64% reduction in the number of WSAp
without compromising on stuck-at fault coverage [13].

3.5 Seeds Optimization Technique
Seeds selection algorithm of Single Input Change (SIC)
sequences based on Deterministic Automatic Test pattern
Generation (ATPG) test patterns is proposed to reduce the test
power consumption and test application time with high test
fault coverage [22]. Low power Deterministic BIST demands
the optimal selection of SIC seeds for a reliable and successful
design. The figure below shows the generation of Random
Single Input Change Test Patterns and a code transition circuit
is been inserted between pseudo random ATPG and Circuit
Under Test (CUT). Experimental results on ISCAS’85
Benchmarks showed that with proper selection of SIC seeds,
the proposed scheme [22] can subsequently reduce the power
consumption and application time in test mode.

Cn

Figure 4: Logic for generating compare vector C
Compare vector is been made between the pseudo random
vectors generated by original LFSR by adding some logic to
the design then the vectors are been inserted between
successive pseudo random patterns according to the specified
bits of compare vector [3].

Figure 6: Generation principle of Random SIC test
Sequences

3.6 Maximum Bipartite Matching

V1

VP1

VPA+1

Figure 5: Structure of GA LP-TPG

Vn

A new technique has been proposed in [16], for test pattern
generation called Low-Transition Generalized Linear
Feedback Shift Register (LT-GLFSR) which combines the
bipartite (half fixed) and bit insertion (either 0 or 1)
techniques [16]. A similar technique has been presented in
[21], Gray code generators are used as a low power BIST
solution. In this, the test application time is reduced by
switching between different gray sequences during the
application of test set [21]. The proposed architecture [16]
consists of GLFSR and intermediate patterns insertion
technique (Bipartite and bit insertion technique) that can be
implemented by modified clock scheme codes generated by
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Finite State Machine (FSM). The proposed technique not only
controls the switching activity between the consecutive
patterns (Hamming Distance) but also within the adjacent bits
of same pattern i.e. within two consecutive patterns (bit
insertion) and between individual patterns (bit swapping). The
intermediate patterns inserted by bipartite and bit insertion
technique takes minimal time to achieve desired fault
coverage. The randomness of the patterns generated by LTGLFSR is better than LFSR and GLFSR [16].

The proposed LT-RTPG significantly reduced the average and
peak power consumption by 65% and 55% respectively when
tested on ISCAS’89 benchmark circuit [18].

4. CONCLUSION
Different techniques for implementing BIST for testing
various VLSI circuits have been discussed. Design of Test
Pattern Generator (TPG) is the most important part in BIST as
the pattern generation governs the test length and switching
activity, which in turns effects the power consumption in test
mode. If we can control this switching activity, we can
subsequently reduce the power/energy consumption in testing
activity. In Low Transition design of TPG, wherein we are
controlling the transitions within the adjacent bits of test
pattern and between the different generated patterns, better
reduction in peak power and average power consumption can
be achieved with no compromise on fault coverage.

5. FUTURE SCOPE

Figure 7: LT-GLFSR Architecture with Bipartite
Technique
Experimental results in [16] as tested on ISCAS’85
benchmark circuits S298 and S526 are summed up in Table 2.
Table 2. Transition fault detected in S298

Low power is becoming the key research area in today’s
electronics industry. As stated earlier, for VLSI circuits, the
power consumption is more in test mode than in normal mode
of operation. So designing a Low Transition Low Power BIST
for testing activity eliminates the need of external equipment
for testing and reduces the power dissipation in test mode.
Different techniques from literature can be tried to get a novel
BIST design that can be used to test any circuit within its
rated limits, providing better fault coverage and minimum
peak power and average power consumption.
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